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UC Berkeley, Public Policy, UAF, Fairbanks, Alaska Native 
Services, BBA Business/MBA classes; dropped out for law 
school; JD 1987. Prosecution; indigent clients 1987-2020. 
Dependencies, Predators, Juvenile, Securities Fraud, 
international extradition, appeals. Shop steward. 
Interests: Financial corruption, 
detection/prevention/correction of IAC, mental illness, 20 
continuous years on WSBA boards/committees.  

 
What is your understanding of the role of the WSBA Board of Governors and how do you intend to fulfill the roles 
and its obligations? 
 
BOG  “self-regulates” to assure legal services for everyone through creation/oversight of regulations, lobbying, 
admissions. Oversight requires insight.   
 
My institutional knowledge base is 28 years WSBA service: Judicial Evaluation, Character & Fitness, Legislative, Court 
Rules, Corrections, Ethics, etc.). Personal knowledge of other legal systems (Canada, Cuba). Education, Alaska Native 
Services, law school tutoring. Right to eff3ective counsel, mentally impaired clients, vacating botched cases, 
pernicious racist lawyer performance, which could use more practical insight and solutions from WSBA governing 
control mechanisms. Problem recognition and decision alternatives that affect lives of those who cannot speak. I 
understand BOG policy effects on “los olvidados”.  
 
Please share an example of how you’ve demonstrated your understanding and support of the WSBA mission to 
protect the public and the members of the Washington State Bar Association, to ensure the integrity of the legal 
profession and to champion justice? 
 
Here, I cringe. “Champion” is too ‘Wheaties’. I prefer “salvage”. Indigent clients are members of the public most 
needing protection from my profession. Example: My bar complaints against my bosses for “constructive absence of 
counsel” in Gerstein/Bail calendars that degrade public’s perception.  
 
Per then DPD Director Youngcourt, my complaints triggered deployment of sufficient resources for client consultation 
before hearings. Consistent: My routine M.O. with illegally incarcerated clients from gross SRA errors & malpractice: 
No client deserves another minute of prison when any ethical prosecutor would vacate the judgement even with 
defense attorney in denial. My complaints on race-based IAC. 

 


